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The Rogueries of Mizak Fen: 
High-hearted Thief, Guardian of the Royal Pearl, 

Fiend to Dishonorable Mages, and Pure of Hand with 
the Quintessential Cup.

c. Sharros Calendar Year 1407 
MS: Sharros Calendar Year 1806

The Reign of Sultan Drothak Sul

Thus relate the stewards of legend that in the Year of the Mercy Hawk, 
Kanavar was bound to the will of Sultan Drothak Sul as if with a black 
kerchief. The lingering campaign against the insurgent mage Gisuku 
Bel gave the Sultan a powerful excuse to impose both martial law and 
burdensome taxes. This war effort put an honorable glamour on the 
Sultan’s many tyrannies. Though his greed for wealth and power was 
infamous, loyalist love blinded the better part of the public; the re-
mainder shaded their eyes from base fear. After all, the Sultan had an 
unparalleled army of Men and Daimons, and arcane science besides. 
And Giseku Bel, though himself unseen for a generation, sent many a 
fearsome sorcery against the capital city. “Wise eggs avoid the play of 
stones,” goes a Kanavar saying.

The Sultan’s cumbering reach left thieves and scapegraces like Mizak 
Fen with few prospects worth more than a nail-pairing. Though an or-
phan from the meanest slum in Bandrusan, Mizak Fen was known as 
a selfless rogue: a swindler, forger, gambler, and homewrecker of the 
kindest character. His fellow brigands called him Sah-Vaqis, a Kana-
var word meaning “pious hook,” because he cheated only the ignoble 
rich. Sometimes he acted the part of an itinerant monk, begging coins 
on behalf of the local alley scamps. His fluency in traditional pieties 
(the Self-moving Soul alone is the bearer of truth!) softened his natu-
rally disagreeable countenance. As a Daimon, he was tall of stature and 
shadow thin, the color of settled coal dust with eyes like ever-dying 
embers. In full light, his gaunt face revealed the penumbra of his skull.

Consigned to poverty, and cursed with a haunting visage, Mizak 
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Fen might well have spent his days darkening the dust with tears. But 
his heart harkened after bold and generous deeds, and moved him to 
right the unfairness of fate.

Tho’ the sky is bedragoned and striated with fire, 
We must not despair of salt and water.
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Mizak Fen Resorts to Common Robbery

One summer day, desperate from hunger, Mizak Fen resorted to open 
robbery on a mountain pass outside the capital city of Nesikah. In this 
and many other tasks besides, he was aided by his dun mare, Hayat, a 
hardy and obedient animal despite frequent bouts of hunger that left 
its bones nearly cutting its skin. After sprawling his mount across the 
road in a semblance of death, Mizak Fen hid among the rocks and 
browned tamarisk of the surrounding salt marsh and watched for a 
traveler to approach. He lay in wait like a famishing lion, his highest 
hope to snare an oil merchant or land magnate.

As the Exalted would have it, the first to happen upon Hayat was a 
mountaineer driving a closed wagon. He was turned out in a layered 
tunic and draw-string pants. Upon seeing the unmoving pack animal, 
the mountaineer halted his two steeds and climbed down from the 
coach box. Mizak Fen noted the mountaineer's tunic folded curiously 
at the waist, suggesting the hilt of a blade. Draped in monkish robes 
and ornaments, Mizak Fen scrambled to intercept his prey.

With hands clasped before him, Mizak Fen called out to the moun-
taineer, “Greetings, Wayfarer. Grace to thee and peace.”

The mountaineer was startled by Mizak Fen’s presence, then by his 
ghastly features. He ceased prodding the Daimon’s horse with his boot. 
“As the Exalted decree,” he replied, his face as pale as an egret’s feathers.

Mizak Fen closed in on the mountaineer. “Did the heat bring your 
horse low? It is hot enough to split the flesh of the tongue.”

“By the True Faith, it is like the inside of a glassmaker’s kiln.”
“Yea, the only shadows here are those of the Exalted.” Mizak Fen 

pointed to his downed horse. “Shall we move it aside?”
The mountaineer grunted assent and crouched to grasp Hayat’s 

bridle. The mare pinned its ears back and bit him on the sword-hand. 
Stumbling backward, he shrieked like a war elephant filled with fury.

Mizak Fen whistled his horse to its feet. “From birth, our heads are 
in death’s keeping.” He withdrew a pair of butterfly swords from his 
sleeves. “This one is clearly head-shy. Have you the same lucky habit?”

Still reeling from his bite-wound, the mountaineer could only draw 
his brows down in anger.
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“Oyat!” came a shout from the rear of the wagon. Another mountain-
eer swung into view, gripping a curved sword or shamshir. He flourished 
the weapon like a stout bearder of infidels. “Come away, pitch-hearted 
jackal! Else I will strike you from the register of the living.”

“Not unless your blade is better tempered than your wit,” said 
Mizak Fen.  “As my black heart belies a light nature, I offer this mercy: 
surrender your goods and spare your soul.”

“Your mercy stinks like a carrion-wind,” replied the second moun-
taineer.

“Then your senses are on a par with your sense—faulty to a point.” 
Mizak Fen waved his swords in violent warning, striking them togeth-
er for effect from time to time. The sparks from his blades burned the 
ground. “Fly now and in safety, or scatter and fall like barnyard fowl.”

“What drivel! I am a crocodile of the sword and have outfaced every 
manner of Chosen Powers. I should have lived without purpose if I did 
not drag you through the dust, Cow-Heap Burrower.”

“What dirt-common insults!” proclaimed Mizak Fen. “Even the la-
ziest cock lifts its eyes higher than the horizon once a day.”

The mountaineer rushed at the Daimon like a whirling dust-cloud, 
but his sword merely cleaved the wind.

“Bey!” teased Mizak Fen. “The flightless bird beats the air! A bit 
of counsel: You should first be even in flair to have at odds. To the 
proof—” He blocked the mountaineer’s sword with one blade and 
struck his rival on the crown with the other. “Be thankful that was a 
blunt pointer.”

“My sword is curved but true,” said the mountaineer, feeling a bruise 
under his black head wrap. “I was appointed to settle your earthly ac-
count.”

“The sun must shine on you unkindly for your brain seems hard-
boiled. Try me again, and I will do more than crack your head.”

Momentarily forgotten, the first mountaineer used his good hand 
to remove a shamshir from his sash. He held the blade awkwardly, un-
familiar with its heft in his left hand. But before he could mount a 
defense, Mizak Fen disarmed him and took him hostage, one sword at 
his back and the other at his throat.

The second mountaineer sneered at this tactic and resumed his 
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assault, longing for revenge and undying honor. But his efforts were 
wasted. Using his hostage as a shield, the Daimon alternately dodged 
and rebuffed his rival’s strikes with ease.

“It begs reason for you to continue,” said Mizak Fen. “You hunt and 
peck to no effect. I say again: retire your cockspur and keep your comb 
and wattle.”

“May wild dogs defile your ancestral tablets!” answered the moun-
taineer. Nothing save the Daimon’s blood would quench the malice in 
his heart. He thrust his sword in a rage, but, to his horror, the blade 
burst through his companion’s torso.

“Mark one spitted hen,” said the Daimon, stepping from behind the 
suspended corpse.

Removing his sword from the chest of the wide-eyed dead, the 
mountaineer cursed his foe: “Your gizzard stones will follow!” The 
corpse fell to the cracked earth, fresh prey for wolves and vultures.

“I am more apt to die of heartbreak than a chicken scratch,” said 
Mizak Fen.

The duel continued as before: the wolf-faced mountaineer pressed, 
and Mizak Fen parried. For the combatants, the world contracted into 
a lucid dream of flashing blades. The Daimon stood his ground as 
though a new-footed bronze. The fast-tiring mountaineer was clearly 
overmatched and had no hope of life. Mizak Fen regarded him sor-
rowfully.

“Though I look a skeleton, I am not bloodless. The Exalted have put 
a lenient notion into my heart. You have fought with admirable fervor. 
Please, accept my final appeal. Relent and live witless with a head in-
stead of willful and without one.”

The mountaineer placed his trust in the Exalted (may its blessings 
be upon thee!) and answered, “I will never bend my back in defeat.”

As the mountaineer gave no ear to his kindness, Mizak Fen bore 
down on his foe. “Excessive pride has confused you. Your choice is not 
between victory and defeat, but between defeat and death. Did you 
never learn the childhood rhyme about the farmer’s doomed flock?"
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When the farmer asked his fowls 
How they preferred to be sauced 
Their cries for clemency showed 
Their haut heads were already lost.

The Daimon slashed at the mountaineer a final time: the force of the 
blow severed his rival’s head from his trunk. Blood covered the patch 
of desert as thick as dew.

Mizak Fen wiped his sword clean on the fallen mountaineer’s tunic 
then turned to the contents of the wagon. He parted the tasseled cloth 
that covered the carriage, hoping for a profusion of market goods. A 
sandal shot out lightning quick and kicked him in the face. Stunned 
more than hurt, he retreated a step, calling out: “Glad tidings, O Fleet 
of Foot.” With the tip of his sword, he parted the cloth again. A prone 
figure sat inside—a moon-faced woman!—bound and gagged with 
strips of lion skin. “Though I look the grim visage of death,” Mizak 
Fen declared, “if I am worth the tears of my mother, you will come to 
no harm.”

He sheathed his sword in its forearm scabbard and warily entered 
the carriage. His strength was struck down from the moment he saw 
the captive woman. Even tousled and afeared, her beauty defied the 
powers of the finest poets. She was as elegant as a silver cypress; her 
eyes rayed out splendor under a blond crown of musk; and a pome-
granate blossom held against her cheeks would wither for shame. Gen-
tly, reassuring the woman all the while, Mizak Fen untied her gag, re-
vealing lips as red as a ruby’s zeal.

“Pfah!” she spit at the Daimon. “Curse your telltale tongue! Never 
before have I heard such needless gibbering. A canny thief cuts to the 
quick with a silent edge. A skull is a poor species of drum; nonetheless, 
if my hands were free, I would beat yours with vigor.”

Entranced by her pearl-tinted comeliness, Mizak Fen disregarded 
her curses and rent her bonds with his bare hands. He said in his heart, 
Woe and well-away for me. Her perfection bids me recall pleasures best 
forgotten and denied. Blessed be the Exalted does its work and loves it 
so. But I would prefer the torment of a scorpion vat to the sting of her 
scornful look.
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“Am I right to assume the villains are dead?” the woman asked, ris-
ing to her feet.

“Verily, their next coats will have no pockets.”
She smoothed her double-layered gown of springtime colors—gold, 

green, and pink. “I should be grateful for your misdeeds.”
“I am pleased my sins have their virtues,” said the Daimon with a 

curt salaam. “For the hungry, though, bread and wine mean more than 
praise.”

“Return me promptly to the royal palace, and you shall have your 
fill, no matter the extent or variety of your appetites.” She put her slen-
der hands together fingertip to fingertip in the traditional Shukeyan 
greeting. The fingers of the left hand signified the five senses and those 
of the right the five organs of knowledge. Arranged in this way, the 
fingers numbered ten, a figure representing perfect balance. “I am Za-
hirah,” she announced, “also called the Royal Pearl, favored concubine 
of Sultan Drothak Sul.” She exhibited a carnelian signet ring for proof.

Subdued by her station, the Daimon hastily made a formal intro-
duction: “Mizak Fen, late of Bandrusan.”

Zahirah smiled brightly. “Late and timely both. Come, comport 
yourself with speed.” She alighted the wagon with a practiced leap.

Mizak Fen followed apace, breathing in her garden of tints and 
scents. Already, he worried he had become a bond-slave to love. He 
asked, “If favored, how did you come to this mean pass?”

“The Men you dispatched were royal guards in common guise. Why 
they seized me and whither they wended, I know not.” Zahirah looked 
grimly upon the Daimon’s handiwork. “You were right to deem them 
fowl, albeit mere bantam weight.”

“The second learned too late the chicken should not praise its own 
soup,” said Mizak Fen. He both dreaded and delighted in the prospect 
of escorting Zahirah to the royal palace. Nothing lovely had lasted lon-
ger than a thought’s span for him. Thus, for the first time in years, he 
prayed in earnest for another’s good fortune: O Cause of Causes, for-
sooth I seek thy force of will: grant yonder beauty a reprieve from danger. 
Like a dove darting through a covered bridge, may she pass from light to 
dark to light again.
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Mizak Fen Addresses the Sultan

Waiting for Zahirah in the Chamber of Audience, Mizak Fen enjoyed 
a simple repast of flat bread, broiled sweetmeats, honeydew melon, 
and date cider. He ate and drank in decorous moderation though he 
was nearly scraping the ground from hunger. A Kanavar saying claims, 
“Fine manners uplift the under-castes.” When a freshened Zahirah ap-
peared like a rainbow’s lustrous braid, a young foot page approached. 
“Come,” said the waifish girl as she took the concubine’s hand, “your 
True and Justful Benefactor calls.”

An open courtyard festooned with onyx minarets separated the 
Chamber of Audience from the throne room. These exquisite minarets, 
trellised with vines of emeralds, were topped with ebonized wyrms of 
the air in various combative attitudes. The statues’ outstretched wings 
seemed as vast as death and their mother-of-pearl eyes shone like un-
lidded fires. The desert sun blazed up from the marble courtyard so 
strongly it was as if the wyrms nested in light.

The throne room complex was a manifestation of Sultan Drothak 
Sul’s famous passion for war. In outline, it formed an ornate tunic: the 
vaulted throne room comprised the breastplate; the two adjoining 
halls housing the Sultan’s retinue, the sleeves. Known as Ghallyan qah 
Huzir Aqdara (Hall of the Belted Heavens), the throne room impressed 
even the most cultured visitor with its mountainous dimensions and 
unstinted grandeur. The domed ceiling and the upper parts of the walls 
were covered in silver tiles fashioned to resemble a continuous coat-
of-mail. Sunlight poured from ten high-mounted windows of colored 
pot metal glass. The lower portion of the chamber consisted of glazed 
stucco embellished with gold and precious stones in geometric ar-
ray. Diamonds, emeralds, rubies, sapphires, garnets, and rich pearls 
adorned this portion of the walls like divine needlework. Happy were 
those insphered by this splendor! The very air danced in a paradise 
of light.
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Behold the dome of the belted heavens, 
How it communes with the high-flashing sun; 
A dazzlement like a glory broke, 
An earthly mirror of the world-to-come.

Following a customary two paces behind Zahirah and her escort, 
Mizak Fen approached the Sahnkin Kurs (Buckler Throne) with con-
cealed trepidation. The Sultan was a brick-souled tyrant, renowned for 
his capriciousness and cruelty. Despite the concubine’s promises, any 
chance misstep could pitch Mizak Fen into a dust-pit of woe. To sur-
vive, he would have to set snares in the Sultan’s own hunting ground. 
The Daimon thought in his heart, It will be a close and parlous game. I 
have to assume the Sultan, like all Dominations, can sense my thoughts. 
So I have to be mindful of what I think, not merely of what I say. May the 
Exalted give me a mind of stone and my words the force of an unsheathed 
sword.

On each of the ten steps leading to the throne was a jeweled cas-
solette in which burned musk-willow incense. Only the foremost por-
tion of the divan-like throne was visible; a silken screen veiled the rest, 
along with the Sultan himself. The visible portion of the throne was 
a richly cushioned platform supported by two gold bun feet thickset 
with gems. An oversized shield in the shape of the sun sparkled from 
the top of each support. These devices, which lent the throne its name, 
boasted the largest diamonds of the known world at their centers. It 
was said the gems would outlast every earthly thing save truth. Like 
bosom-stars, the twin diamonds cast sensuous streaks of light to the 
furthest recesses of the hall.

A large contingent of the Sultan’s retinue was present, ranged on ei-
ther side of the throne according to rank. To the immediate right of the 
Sultan was his chief-wife, Sultana Gita um-Tehaj, a by-word of fateful 
beauty. Her face, so bright and softly curved, rivaled that of the celes-
tial houri. She shimmered like a miracle in a flowered dress embroi-
dered in virgin gold and ornamented with all manner of gems. One of 
her henna-marked hands rested on the golden scepter that lay across 
her lap. Mizak Fen’s gaze destroyed itself in her dagger-pointed eyes.

On the opposite side of the throne was the venerated Grand Vizier 
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Daleel al-Shaibani, Scholar of the Blood Moon. As legend had it, he 
had read every page of the rolls of knowledge and, hence, was deemed 
second only to Giseku Bel in the arcane sciences. Rumors ran rampant 
that he consorted with Jinni, Ghul, Devs, Ifrit, and other monstrous 
vestiges of the Dawn Lost. His hoary beard and fright-wasted stare ap-
peared to substantiate these reports. Mayhap that is why he habitually 
bent to the Sultan like a moth to the taper—he hoped the divine farr 
would protect him from any redounding evil.

An impressive variety of ministers, chieftains, emirs, grandees, 
nabobs, servants, and others besides flanked the Sultan. The lowliest 
ointment-bearer looked statelier than Mizak Fen, who was still garbed 
in his blood-smeared robes. Upon the foot page’s signal, the thief 
stopped before a silk brocade cushion a short distance from the throne, 
salaamed low and long, and then took to one knee. The chime of Zahi-
rah’s toe rings against the marble mosaic echoed into reverent silence.

Presently, the foot page announced, “O Shadow of the Self-moving 
Soul, a grateful audience seeks your passing grace: the Royal Pearl, Za-
hirah Shadan Ansari of Nesikah, and the charitable rogue, Mizak Fen 
of Bandrusan.”

The Sultan stirred behind his screen as if to overtop the sun. He 
was a Domination, one of the serpentine race favored by the Exalted in 
might and intelligence. His silhouette suggested the torso of a cobra-
hooded Man and below, the body of an enormous snake. He rolled 
and curled and straightened in his impatience, a living myth. Even as a 
clouded shape to the upraised eye, the Sultan’s preeminent spirit came 
through.

Mizak Fen had never before seen a Domination in its living glory 
and, despite himself, felt compelled to submit as to the seas and stars. 
For the first time, he had a sense of the Exalted known by its own light. 
Mayhap it was the Sultan’s presumed ability to influence the minds 
of those around him; mayhap it was his genuinely superior presence; 
regardless, in a sudden intuition, Mizak Fen understood this truth: he 
was not made for the world as much as the Sultan.

Amidst the throne’s far-reaching brilliance, Zahirah greeted the 
Sultan: “O Pillar of Judgment, may your all-ruling eye find my story 
true. Unlike the night blossom, I would not hide the mystery of my 
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nature from your heavenly luster. I seek nothing more than a good 
name.”

Hereat the Sultana laughed and said to her king-consort, “Ho, what 
little wisdom passes these honeyed lips! As I have lived, beauty ever 
holds out a sharp claw, pricking pride and pretense. Deserved or no, 
the envious, in turn, blacken beauty’s reputation. Her name is already 
a cold sigh.”

Daleel al-Shaibani gave Zahirah an apologetic wink. “Her Highness 
apparently intends to prove the old adage: ‘Rubies cannot be cut save 
by diamonds.’”

Infuriated by these words, the Sultana retorted, “O fawning villain, 
you call to her in tending bleats like the deer its mate. But you would do 
well to remember the bleak fate of the hart that wakened the hounds.” 
Then she turned her eyes to Zahirah and asked, “How is it you come to 
court? We have received varied reports of your travails. That kneeling 
hassock may serve as a prayer rug before His Omnipotence. Bend to 
your charge now, and pour out the contents of your heart.”

Zahirah blessed the Sultan for his mercy and, praying that earth 
and time be favorable to his empire, made obeisance to his scepter and 
seal ring. “Beneficent Succor, the last veil has fallen from my heart. 
But as my tale bears directly on the highest matters of state, prudence 
dictates I reveal its secrets to naught but the Lord Sultan.”

“You should be tortoise-backed from the weight of your impropri-
ety,” said the Sultana with a contemptuous snort.

“Shakadoost!” scolded the Sultan with the force of a kettledrum. 
“How much useless trouble you give! It is a bad omen for this age that 
those excited to envy no longer strive to emulate the excellent; instead, 
they work only to depreciate it. Hitherto, Zahirah’s words have been as 
the Glory-Book of Kings—time-tested in every letter. For what reason 
would she concoct a lie or fantasy now?” He dismissed his court of-
ficers and courtiers, excepting the Grand Vizier and the Sultana, and 
thereupon requested his favored concubine relate the how and where-
fore of her recent plight.

Zahirah described what she had witnessed and heard, the vicis-
situdes she had suffered, and her release by the chance intercession 
of Mizak Fen, whom she termed a “jabbernowl” for his talkativeness. 
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When she concluded her narrative, there was a thick silence then much 
heated speculation as the implications for the Sultan’s safety and stand-
ing became clear. The Sultana attributed the incident to simpleton pi-
rates, the Grand Vizier to spies or fanatics, and the Sultan to soldiers 
pursuing queer dreams. Despite their differing theories, all agreed the 
attempted kidnapping was intended to advantage the mutineer-mage 
Gisuku Bel.

“For those adept at dream-magic, it is possible to insinuate one’s 
thoughts into another,” mused Daleel. “It is magic of a high sort, as 
subtle as birdsong that seeps into the hazy mind. The half-witted and 
harebrained are especially susceptible.”

“Ho, the very definition of a Man,” added the Sultana. “But what 
of the savior-thief? Could he also be a conspirator? Mayhap the trap 
is slow to close, but its teeth are great and gripping. See how slyly the 
Daimon works? He has cleared the court without a word. Even now he 
could be planning to strike through the royal screen with whirlwind 
arms.”

Behind his silk-tasseled partition, the Sultan coiled and uncoiled 
his lunate tail, agitated.

The Grand Vizier’s face assumed a terrible mien, and he spoke as 
though fire enveloped him up to the neck: “What say you, Scofflaw? 
What proofs of your worth and merit can you offer our Lord Sultan?”

Forefeeling the danger to his person, Mizak Fen devised a strat-
egy like an inverted bowl that would either protect or imprison him. 
He began with a salaam and a blessing for the Sultan, saying, “May 
thy birth-star ascend to the tenth heaven.” Then he answered Daleel 
as calmly as a secret-solver of fate: “Though it is my earnest desire 
to comply, Grand Vizier, you ask too lofty a thing. A complete proof 
would demand an accounting of my inmost nature, the science of the 
soul, the moral perfectibility of Daimons, and divers other subjects 
likewise beyond my talents. You might as well ask a bullfrog to warble 
the nightingale’s melody. However, I submit, that as a creature of in-
stinct, I have ever worked toward my fittest use. After all, how can I do 
other than what my God-given nature ordains?”

The Sultan’s laugh was like the crack of midday thunder. “This sup-
pliant seeks to dispense caps and bells as well as justice. I assure you, 
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Mizak Fen, my crown exceeds the range of your juggler’s arts.”
Daleel looked down on the Daimon with narrowed eyes. “Pray take 

charge of yourself, Sneak Thief, afore you prove to be your own worst 
thumbscrew.”

“Beneficent All-Provider, I beg your forgiveness for any unwitting 
offense,” said Mizak Fen. “In matters of philosophy, I am like a fish that 
walks ashore: I do not philosophize well but flatter myself by doing it 
at all. The question remains, however: Can we do other than what our 
God-given nature demands?”

The Grand Vizier replied, “It is a childish tautology without bear-
ing: You are what you are. The better question is: What, exactly, are 
you? A base insult to the Creation or a praiseworthy Power?”

“This returns us to the limits of mortal reason with which I began 
my suit,” said Mizak Fen. “You must peel many layers before you ex-
pose the kernel of the beaked betel nut. How much like our naked soul 
in its fleshy sheathe, interleaved with manifold ideas!” The corners of 
his mouth turned up briefly as though he were enjoying an ephemeral 
joke. Then he continued in his glib manner: “Even in my ignorance, I 
know the first order of philosophy is to define our terms. Suppose we 
start with what is essential about us, such as the definitive trait that, if 
changed, would make us fundamentally different or render us unreal. 
If we cannot agree on this basic concept, will you concede my point? In 
this chamber alone, I wager there are no two ideas alike regarding the 
essential trait that sets us apart from the beasts. And if that is the case, 
then how can I be expected to explain the motive of my conduct?”

Mizak Fen’s challenge found favor with the knowledge-prizing Sul-
tan and the court dilated immediately on the defining trait of mortals. 
As an enchantress since early youth, and habitually afraid of winter’s 
aging dust on her lashes, the Sultana argued for time-keeping as the 
answer because it mimicked the creative power of the Self-moving 
Soul; the Grand Vizier put forward magic-making; the concubine sug-
gested laughing, mayhap because she coped with her rank by keeping a 
sardonic distance from events; and the Sultan declared for law-making 
in both its monarchical and moral senses.

The opinions of his present retinue made known, the Sultan turned 
at last to Mizak Fen: “What say you, Daimon?” The question reverber-
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ated in the near-empty chamber like a recurring nightmare.
Mizak Fen replied, “I am hardly a thinker after your exceptional 

model, O Truest of Trustees. My thoughts are generally on the surface 
of life. As the saying goes, ‘There is no sense in asking one on the beach 
about the deepwater pearl.’ My purpose in asking the question was not 
to persuade so much as to provoke.”

Undulating from head-to-tail in entrancing waves, the Sultan said, 
“Petitioners to this court often make one of two mistakes: They speak 
when they should be silent, or they are silent when they should speak.”

Mizak Fen mulled the matter over in his mind. He cleared his throat 
and addressed the court again, this time in a voice softened by lifelong 
sorrow: “I do have but a breath of thought … As I heard the arguments, 
I noted a common theme: out of a self-conscious lack, each overstated 
our mastery of things. Time-keeping, sorcery, lawgiving, even laugh-
ing are all means of control. In my humble view, we are defined mainly 
by want, by our unanswered sighs for paradise. The beasts know none 
of our eternal questing. They are satisfied in themselves. But mortals 
are different. Poverty defines us—not a poverty of things but of be-
ing in the world. We were formed from vapor and worthless clay, and, 
alone among the beasts, we are aware of it.”

When the Grand Vizier heard these words, he reddened with anger. 
“Heresy and sophistry! What this semblance-trader lacks is an inborn 
respect for the Sultan’s law. By happenstance, his crime served a goodly 
end. But no elusive argument from nature should relieve him of the 
gallows.”

“The gallows rope has two ends: One to choke and another to bind,” 
said the Sultan. “Considering his sundry qualities, I am inclined to lash 
our fates together.”

“But My Beloved,” wheedled the Sultana, “it would be like breaking 
plate with a wild ass.”

“Shakadoost!” The Sultan straightened into a shadow-cast viper, 
surpassingly huge and sublime in his brute authority. “The Exalted 
have granted me a sword, and I must find a use for it.”

Mizak Fen closed his eyes as if preparing to fall into a forgetful 
sleep. The false calm he had assumed before the throne began to falter. 
His heart was beset with the knowledge the Sultan would forthwith 
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seal the roll of his life. Even now was the Sultan tapping his mind? 
Sounding out his sincerity? If I am to be yoked and bridled, I pray the 
Sultan uses the whip less when the charger is his own, he thought.

“Mizak Fen,  henceforth, this palace will be the falling-place of 
your head. You are hereby an officer of the court invested with the title 
Guardian of the Royal Pearl,” announced the Sultan as if delivering a 
sharp rebuke rather than a high honor. “Protect Zahirah in all things 
and, if need be, at the cost of your soul’s creedless solace.” He let slip 
these last words with an emphatic hiss.

Though Mizak Fen had the vague premonition he was assisting in 
his own ruin, refusal was impossible. He bowed his brow groundward. 
“I hear and obey, Most Forbearing and Forgiving Lord. She will be as a 
vein in my eye.” Then he praised the Sultan further according to com-
mon custom, all the while taking measure of Zahirah. She remained 
two paces in front of him, head bent and motionless, enfolded in the 
dizzying spill of light. He studied her bearing in vain for a sign her 
heart was gladdened by the Sultan’s decree. The Caliph al-Maamaq, the 
Daystar of the Desert, has said of such instances,

Only those at the head of the river, 
Know the true course of the water.

“O King of the Age, the sneak thief you armor and belt is not on that 
account a faithful warrior,” said the Grand Vizier. “How can this dusty 
rogue defend against such as Gisuku Bel?”

For a second time, Mizak Fen endured the Sultan’s convulsive laugh 
like a round of body blows. “Now you begin to see, Wise Counselor, 
how he may be vindicated of his crime but not his punishment.”
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Mizak Fen Defends Zahirah from Attack 
and Is Defeated

They say that unrequited love is like a bird with broken wings and ev-
ery lost wing-beat of time lasts an eternity. This observation was cer-
tainly true for Mizak Fen. Day after day for months, he accompanied 
Zahirah on her errands in aching silence. No matter her mood or man-
ner, he was consumed by unbidden thoughts of love. His mind was 
as disordered as quicksilver under an open flame. What mysterious 
and unkind fate decided the two should meet yet never touch? In his 
heart, he thought, This passion is my curse and my shame. She is like an 
ascendant moon and I, a cloud-curbed bat. I am beneath her notice and 
more, a stain on her purity. That is why the Sultan allows me to escort her 
without first gelding me. He knows I am a dead lantern compared to his 
divine farr. Like a wounded animal, he covered up these thoughts with 
pretended unconcern and endeavored to emulate the shadows.

Until one morning, while attending Zahirah in the royal garden, 
blackened fortune gave him the chance to prove his affections. Cut 
and shaped as finely as the Sultana’s robes, the garden was a seasonless 
marvel. Sultan Drothak Sul often said the fabricated paradise was to 
his palace as the soul was to the body. Given that the palace was situ-
ated on a prominent rise, it was of necessity that the garden had been 
hewn from the hillside in the form of increasingly expansive terraces. 
Each level boasted a balanced arrangement of water channels, basins, 
shade and fruit trees, pavilions, baths, and towers. The flowers and 
trees and other natural elements converged at the lowermost level on a 
huge onyx mausoleum. Ten watercourses, their clarity the envy of the 
best wine, emptied into a pool beneath the tomb. Their purpose was to 
carry the perfumes and mirrored beauty of the garden to the Sultan’s 
future remains, to give him a foretaste of the holy pleasures prophesied 
on the Day of Penance and Rebirth.

From one of the garden’s many raised walkways, Mizak Fen watched 
over Zahirah as she strummed her lute among the citron trees. The 
parasol-shaded walkway overlooked the nearby flowers and fruit trees, 
affording the Daimon a view as far as the garden’s boundary walls 
and beyond to the salt-ridged wasteland. Compared to the surround-
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ing desert, the garden’s hues and shades were richer than those in the 
deepest dream of spring. There are worse prisons and worse tortures un-
der heaven, he said to himself. If given the choice, he would rather be 
close to Zahirah and endure her indifference than be cast away like an 
autumn leaf on the wind, never to know her vitalizing charms again.

To the Daimon, she was the fairest bloom in the garden, born afresh 
each dawn. The sun of her cheek outshone the light of day. Beside her, 
the cypress seemed stunted and ungainly; the rosebud drained of col-
or; the fragrance of the hyacinth, fetid. She was like the flower of an 
unspoiled land, hand-kissed by the Self-moving Soul (glorified be the 
Cause of Causes!). And to behold her in joy was to receive a thorn 
wound and its balm together.

As if brusquely awakened from a pleasant reverie, Zahirah silenced 
her lute with a hand and, seeking Mizak Fen’s black eyes, said, “May I 
ask a question?”

“Why preface your question with a question, Sister-Pearl?” He had 
grown fond of using the term ‘Sister-Pearl,’ a respectful reference to her 
status as favored concubine and chosen ‘sister’ to the Sultana. Then the 
spirit of mischief possessed him, and he added, “Not that I begrudge 
you an answer; after all, I am yours to charge and discharge.”

She gave a wry smile at the Daimon’s brash turn of phrase and chid-
ed him: “How like a child you are, always asking ‘Why?’”

“So I might recover what was lost,” he replied. “That aside, I ask 
‘Why?’ in this case for good reason. The question you asked usually 
precedes one with an answer that is either unbearable or uncertain. 
Neither tends toward a happy end.”

She sighed with mock irritability. “Alas, my ordinary question has 
taken on inordinate meaning. I am only curious whether you miss the 
freedoms of your former life.”

Mizak Fen took warning from these words and wondered if Zahi-
rah meant to test his fidelity to the Sultan. There was no shortage of 
spies in the royal palace. Rumor had it nearly every servant and slave 
was an informer for the Grand Vizier, the designated Judge of the Eye. 
Mizak Fen determined to be above reproach. “It is said the desert lion 
can be tamed and trained through measured starvation. I am of the 
opposite temperament. As long as I have bread with benefit of milk-
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sauce, I am freely pacified. Why do you ask?”
“Again, you fit that sweeping hook to my mouth,” she said, then 

made a small ‘o’ of her red carnelian lips.
“How can I resist when you shine like fish scales in the sun?” he said 

without thinking. Never before had a woman disported with him thus, 
and the heart-cheering novelty made him forget himself.

“Just as a pond fish longs for deeper waters,” she said, “I have always 
fancied exploring the world outside. I am desperate for practical expe-
rience. I was born within these walls and would give nearly anything to 
sleep in the desert wilds where none have ever dreamt away the night. 
All I know of Kanavar has come from petitioners and court poets.”

Her intimations of escape put Mizak Fen on guard again. He ad-
opted the settled demeanor of a world-worn counselor. “Tut-tut. What 
need you of practical experience when your inborn fortune is to live as 
if in a dream? There is no lasting oasis in the open desert. Do you mean 
to bear the calumnies of the common maid-servant? To fan your brow 
with tainted air? To gambol in the city’s bloodstained gutters? Experi-
ence is mainly recompense for the poor. It is what you have left when 
everything else is gone.”

Upon these words, her emerald eyes flashed anger. “Neither of us 
chose this life.”

“Though it suits you better,” he said, hoping to resume their sly dal-
liance.

She looked away as if she could no longer bear the idea of her own 
beauty as reflected in the Daimon’s face. “I cannot hold my pleasing 
shape forever,” she said. “Someday I will be relieved of my title at court.”

Mizak Fen said, “If the Exalted be just, only to become the Sultana. 
I understand the present one numbers twenty-three.”

The color of Zahirah’s countenance darkened. “Regardless, the hour 
is later than we think.”

Her use of ‘we’ did not go unnoticed. Mizak Fen said to himself, 
Mayhap she hopes to recruit me to some personal and violent purpose. 
“What then?” he asked. “You fade into the shadows of the thousand-
fold harem?”

“Or the Sultan strikes off my head.” Her voice was small. The fear 
worrying at her throat exposed her fragile youth. She looked as deli-
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cate as a fluted reed.
“There is a kiss with lasting consequences,” he said as though dis-

missing a child’s bad dream. “What accommodations can you make?”
She shook her lush, lemon-bleached tresses. “In this, I resemble my 

lute—a headless instrument.”
“If you know not what to do, I advise you do it smartly.”
“Says the wit of wanton idleness,” she said, recovering her tongue of 

honeyed poison.
Mizak Fen menaced her with a smile of pointed teeth. “In love and 

war, neatness is a kindness.”
She rewarded him with an unforced laugh, gentle and conciliatory. 

His pleasure was cut short, however, by a spawn of cloud and storm. It 
started as a faint instinct, an unsourced shudder, then the sun dimmed, 
and it descended like a balefired dervish. It was a living and lusterless 
aether, just as the poet describes it:

A measure of sleep etched against the sky, 
Restless with a mourning air of ashes; 
Vagabond death comes mute and breathless, 
Hungry for the light in thy kindled veins.

Before the looming night winds, the flowers and trees wilted and wast-
ed away. The cultivated wonders of the garden shrunk into the newly 
solemn earth.

Reclining under a tree, Zahirah was not in a position to see the ap-
proaching phantasm. But startled by the sun’s lessening rays, she asked, 
“What stray thunderhead is this?”

Mizak Fen, who had been so spirited a moment ago, went taut and 
stern. “Some prodigy of black science,” he said as he loosed his long-
tried butterfly swords. “Away now, Sister-Pearl! For safety, away to the 
nearest pavilion.”

The swift and certain change in his expression convinced Zahirah 
of the seriousness of the threat she had yet to see. “I am loath to aban-
don you.” She clung to her lute, hands whitening. “Whatever it is, put 
your trust in the Exalted.”

The overt concern in her voice unmanned him. It was as though she 
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had called his soul by name. He remained face forward, afraid to risk a 
soft glance, but resolved to give his heart’s blood in battle. By the time 
he unlocked his jaws to reply, she was gone.

As the specter advanced, suspended above the trees by some un-
known power, it pitched and palpitated as in a brief union of smoke-
bearing currents. Sporadic lightning of lambent black burst forth from 
its abyssal folds. Only four rows of fruit trees separated it from the 
Daimon. If it moves, it must have weight and substance, thought Mizak 
Fen. The blood rushed to his eyes as he primed to cleave the ill-shifting 
shape.

Suddenly, a foul chill shivered the air and filched his breath. He 
choked down an instant of superstitious alarm. Would he have strength 
enough to strike if he stood his ground? O Knowers of my Fate, in thee I 
put my salvation! he said in his heart and leapt from the walkway.

Bounding from one citron tree to another like a leopard, Mizak 
Fen converged on the phantasm in a telltale rush. He footed his way 
in love-crazed delirium as though his soles were spurred. When his 
fighting spirit threatened to sag under his foe’s spell, thoughts of Zahi-
rah’s grateful favors sustained him. At the distance of a single tree, the 
shadow-thing despoiled his next landing place. The tree’s crown col-
lapsed in a rush of malignant air. His balance upset, Mizak Fen hastily 
launched himself into the whirling maw, arms outstretched. He deliv-
ered a two-fold thrust where he hoped to find its clustered heart and 
gave a silent, prodigious curse: Be thy omen black!

His blades found not matter, however, but mere ethereal motion. 
They were as useless against the ghoul as a horse switch against a drift 
of soot. The earth and the heavens spun in urgent succession. What 
could he do for Zahirah now? That was his only finished thought. He 
despaired of dying before the next had settled into his heart. Then the 
avis of his soul succumbed to a knowing and netherworldly dark.
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Mizak Fen Awakens to Crisis

Two days passed before Mizak Fen stirred in his sickbed, flush with 
the worst nightmares he had ever had. An attendant brought stewed 
chicken and yellow cake rice, which the Daimon ate as though he were 
play-acting. The solidity of the world—its drab sanity—surprised him.

In his confused and comfortless sleep, the laws of nature had been 
wholly transgressed and nothing had escaped their terrible lapse. The 
landscape of his dreams had been an outer hell: the sky, a darkling 
cloak; the earth, a plain upturned by fire; the waters, a roiling poison; 
and the beasts, many-headed terrors. Monsters known in myth and 
more besides had searched out his heart through his chest, and spiri-
tual deserts had wasted his soul down to a wrinkle. He had been as a 
forsaken corpse, wakeful and floating on sickening visions toward the 
gulf between worlds.

He was still shaking off his residual night-fears when Daleel al-
Shaibani arrived, hot-cheeked and beetle-browed. Without preamble, 
the old philosopher answered Mizak Fen’s foremost questions before 
he could ask them: Zahirah was missing; he had slept two days; based 
on the condition of the garden, his attacker had been one of the Dawn 
Lost, a bahlam sabah (abyssal shroud); and, most pressingly, the Sul-
tan’s heart was boiling over with anger. He relayed the Sultan’s displea-
sure, saying, “The Most High is not used to such cack-handed failure. 
He is an emperor of ideals. The chiefest among them is that his word 
and the world should be one. He would have you torn apart by racks 
or jackals or, mayhap, burned to death by degrees. Only my calming 
wisdom stayed his wrath.”

The Sultan’s threats were as so much wind in the face of Zahirah’s 
disappearance. Mizak Fen was consumed with regret though it was 
useless and half-witted. There was nothing more he could have done. 
Regardless, his heart writhed like a water-serpent in his bosom. May 
grief overmaster me until I win her back, he thought. Or else, I am not 
made for this world. The Sultan’s tongs and torments can be no worse 
than my abiding guilt. If she yet lived, he would suffer the hungers of a 
dog-headed cannibal to save her.

“I have not taken back one step I have put forward,” he told the 
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Grand Vizier. “In times past, it is true I breezed like a bee from one 
flower to another. For Zahirah, however, I will march directly in ser-
vice to his Lord Sultan, lame of foot or no.” Then he described his hum-
bling defeat, suspending his account every so often to ask about some 
aspect of the phantasm, anxious to know its weaknesses.

Daleel dismissed the Daimon’s inquiries with impatient gestures 
and pensive harrumphs. “What do you remember of the end? What 
sensations? The Grand Vizier’s calculated tone hinted at a battery of 
cold questions.

“Only the sense of falling as in a hard sleep,” Mizak Fen replied. “My 
ears were as cloth and my eyes blinkered. It was like dropping through 
a starless night. On my ramblings, I have chanced to learn much of the 
five arcane sciences but never heard mention of this bahlam sabah. It is 
a remnant of the unjustified races, I understand.”

“It is a rare curse, indeed, splintered from Malagorn, God of the 
First Night. Gisuku Bel tempts the turning heavens with this science.” 
Daleel knuckled his bearded chin contemplatively. “Your dreams—
they were of the primordial earth? Disordered vistas and darkness?”

“And spirits of chaos besides.”
“Oyat! Then you are an equally rare creature: host to a bahlam 

sabah,” the Grand Vizier exclaimed. He squinted at Mizak Fen in book-
ish awe as if to descry the phantasm within the Daimon’s breast. Then, 
noticing Mizak Fen’s horrified expression, he added, “May the Exalted 
preserve and protect thee.”

“The Exalted decree and whatever they will is done by their grace,” 
said Mizak Fen. His ever-lively eyes gloomed over, and his shoulders 
slumped as though he were preparing to wriggle free of his skin. As far 
as he knew, there was nothing to mark his condition and no signs of 
a lurking consciousness. How would the creature manifest itself? And 
when? He wondered if he had the courage to face the mirror and the 
horror in it. “What does it mean to be such a host?”

“I can speak from the Rukutab al-Hakir (The Illuminated Catalogue), 
but no more,” began Daleel in a cool, scholastic tone. “It is written that 
the bahlam sabah joins only with those possessed of a … sympathetic 
void. What is your essential lack, I wonder? What master-knot of fate 
made you an apt host? Matters for another time, mayhap. The unkind 
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truth of things is this: the Great Names have numbered your days.”
The words prompted echoing fears in Mizak Fen’s heart. He could 

scarce hear the mage continue: “You can expect a gradual madness as 
the ghoul asserts itself. In the beginning, you will endure manic flashes 
like winking stars communing light-to-light; then periodic fits akin to 
the waking dreams excited by the desert sun; and, finally, the madness 
will swift over your soul and shine through as a light gone out in all 
directions.”

Mizak Fen looked down the length of his body as if he had already 
fallen out of the world or it from him. His own prone form, the sick-
bed, the remains of his meal, the mage—these and everything around 
him had neither head nor tail to them. It was like teetering on the lip 
of a desert horizon, unbalanced by the shimmering air. His fears gave 
way to anger. Was I born with mud in my veins? he thought. Why must 
I claw half a life from the dirt? Am I not as penitent as a rogue’s way af-
fords? Here I lie, like a corpse steeped in rosewater: a semblance of life 
with none of its substance. The sight of the untainted mage, so calm and 
deliberate, was a fierce insult. When his words stopped drying up in his 
throat, the Daimon sounded a mocking tenor: “To what use am I new-
ly fit? For what purpose have I been gifted with smoke-stained lungs 
and blackening blood? I trust there is neither cure nor counterspell?”

Though the Grand Vizier gave a duly solemn nod, Mizak Fen 
thought he spied a secret delight. He had never before seen the aged 
counselor this ruddy-faced and animated. No doubt he plans to sully 
me and my honor with vile experiments, he thought and determined 
straightway to frustrate the mage’s supposed plans.

“Upon reflection,” he said, aping Daleel’s measured pitch, “the true 
gift is fearlessness. What need I dread a hasty death now? Like a starved 
ribbon worm, I feed upon myself.”

Daleel acknowledged the gibe with a thin-lipped smirk and said, 
“Though your time be cut short, you can make it count. Bind on your 
belt without delay and heed the advice of the poet:
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Faced with a change past all mortal choosing, 
Fill up thy battle skirt with coiled thunder; 
Draw thy wolf mask like a cladding veil, 
And hurry on to death’s nuptial clasp.

The new moon is nigh-at-hand. Just as legend has it, you will know 
Giseku Bel by the Torc of the Wide-Ruling Lion—the magic that 
tempted him to betray the Sultan, and made him an enemy of Kanavar. 
Let me secret you out of the palace and set you on your vengeance 
path.”
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Mizak Fen Goes in Pursuit of Gisuku Bel

Mizak Fen prayed for a merciful breeze to cool his burning. Even im-
mersed in the well of night, he fevered as though charged with the 
pulse and fire of the sun. He pitched forward in the saddle, one hand 
on Hayat’s crest and another on the pommel, swaying in counterpoint 
to the horse’s shaky trot down the gulch. The rawhide reins dangled 
uselessly from Hayat’s bit. The mare had been Mizak Fen’s sole comfort 
during these last adverse weeks. He drove the horse overhard, desper-
ate the more because he feared the ghosting of his soul, and Hayat, 
steadfast as the cardinal points, complained not a whit. If there had 
been water enough, he would have done Hayat the honor of washing 
its hooves and drinking the dregs.

The flower of his hopes had withered in the face of many hard-
ships: a sun tyrannous in its daily circles; trackless spans of desert; 
sand-swarmed winds; thirst; a heat that buzzed in his ears; and, what 
seemed the slow thinning of his soul. When he gazed at the night sky, 
he saw the firmament doubled, skewed, and scumbled. One heaven 
glittered with the starry host under which he had been born; the other 
burst with tremulous shapes and broken flurries of light. During what 
he called his “madding spells,” every scene twisted into strange geome-
tries. These visions came often now and with increasing violence. They 
divorced his senses from his understanding and raised the prospect 
that once the bahlam sabah had taken full possession, he would lose 
himself without knowing what it meant.

His mind was like a coin with one side always conscious of the oth-
er and spinning chance the arbiter of reality. That much he understood. 
But the nature of his accursed sight remained elusive. What did these 
haunted vistas represent? Daleel asserted they were simply the crea-
ture’s residual memories of the Creation—as empty and elusory as the 
weather. By and by, however, Mizak Fen had come to ascribe to them a 
greater meaning. In the midst of a madding spell, it was as though he 
walked outside his body and heard his footsteps as another’s. A part of 
him slipped into abeyance from the yoke of the world. Might his spells 
betoken a new order of experience?

Space and time, he reasoned, exist without help from us, and may-
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hap there are other planes and other times that are unseen, yet jostling 
our own. What if the phantasm were from one of them, a being outside 
our earthly dimensions? Given over to the bahlam sabah, I could be a 
herald of the here and now—indivisible, suspended, taking up no space 
and no time at all, he thought.

His wearying horse slackened to a dream-pace. Its hoofbeats fell 
heavily on the salt desert and silence. A lofty, mummified landscape 
surrounded Mizak Fen. Ages ago, the gulch had been the site of a tor-
rential mountain-fed river; now it was a pale and bony channel save 
for the occasional snow melt. What a wretched place in which to die, 
alone and forgotten, his revenge unconsummated! The draw’s precipi-
tous walls were veined and pocked with errant footpaths and sundered 
passes, false caves and windings of reverberant gloom. In his bleary-
mindedness, it came to Mizak Fen one hazy sense-grain at a time.

According to the hastily amended pilgrimage map Daleel had 
pressed into his hands, somewhere in this despoiled wash, he would 
light upon Gisuku Bel and (may the blessings of the Exalted carry 
through!) an unharmed Zahirah. The vellum map had been patched 
and sewn with another small piece before it was drawn. As Mizak Fen 
had come to understand, the patch had determined and distorted the 
shape of the Rholat Mountains at the head of the gulch and foreshort-
ened the length of the draw. This mosaic-style map failed to capture not 
only the proper relations among key landmarks but also the multitude 
of caverns. They were as numerous as the eating cares of the world. He 
had searched every promising hollow along this path until his finger-
tips cracked and bled and the chalk of the land clotted his lungs. If the 
mage’s sanctum were anywhere in this gulch, he concluded, it would be 
nearer the former headwaters than the map implied.

It is said that the task of mortals is to sow and that of the Exalted is 
to make things green. So it was that Mizak Fen’s harrowing of the wash 
yielded the cave he sought and hope returned. As revealed by his torch, 
the cave mouth opened into a scaffolded shaft of uncertain depth. He 
had got as far as the edge when panicked neighing recalled him to the 
open night. He found Hayat a reared up fit of hooves. A viperine shape 
clouded over the crescent moon and its train of stars. The meaning of it 
waited in Mizak Fen’s eyes. Then the inpouring darkness resolved itself 
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into a fire-red drakoin (Great Wyrm), talons splayed and full of malice.
The drakoin was a glorious blasphemy. Its sinuous form, support-

ed by four short legs, stretched to a length of twenty drakoin heads. 
Where it slithered, the ground was made as bare as the palm of the 
hand. A mane of black ringed its crown, which was massive as an an-
vil with a ragged horn in its center; its eyes were brimful of blood; its 
nose stretched long like that of a crocodile; and its tongue gnarled like 
a charred tree. Aided by slender wings between neck and torso, it ad-
vanced with a whispering alacrity, snarling and clawing.

Mizak Fen set his jaws and came at the creature with sword and 
torch even as his hope turned to sand.

All worldlings treat with tempered arms, 
None as keen as a Great Wyrm’s claws.

If only the Self-moving Soul would raise my mortal dust to a mountain, 
he said to himself.

Then the drakoin met him like a tempest blowing at both horizons. 
Its fangs portended a fatal poisoning, its roar quaked the ground like 
star-wrought disaster; and its claws tore at his shuddering soul. What 
abounding rancor bent the drakoin’s brow! What heart-rending wrath! 
Mizak Fen answered its enmity in kind, holding high his weapons. 
Now into hard disaster, he thought. And by the grace of the Merciful 
One, the world broke in two, and the creature's talons passed in and 
out of him as through a ghost.

For the space of a heartbeat, the natural world careered away from 
Mizak Fen, and he reeled among cosmic unknowns. A surge of irregu-
lar lines and lights confused his vision. When it steadied, O wonder of 
wonders, it was as though one plane of life had been joined to another. 
Shimmering colors and continuities threaded the desert through. From 
salt rock to mountain bluff, the natural landscape veered into mysteri-
ous vanishing points. The opposite cliff curved and receded into a host 
of budding thought-forms and untold energies. Hayat shied away in a 
field of cocoon-like spheres, the shapes of which matched those of the 
surrounding stones. In its own shrunken reality, the drakoin recoiled 
in trembling disbelief. For the Daimon, it was like becoming into a 
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world crudely made and half-named and christening it anew with ev-
ery spontaneous impression.

When his vision began to settle into abstractions, Mizak Fen looked 
to himself for wounds and rent bowels and found none. But he was a 
fog of his usual form: a chalky, uncertain vapor. What an aspect he 
had assumed—like the breath of life made real! I am—we are—free of 
nature’s laws, like memory, he thought. I—we—breathe the everlasting 
now, the near and nowhere. The sum of what-is wheels around us. How 
close the secret names of things! How close to unreckonable madness!

Trying its senses, the quietly awed drakoin raked at Mizak Fen with 
ruthless abandon. Once again, its claws cut through its airy mark to 
no effect, worsening its gnarled malice. The beast gave the Daimon a 
heavy-lidded look of hate then abruptly seized on Hayat, gripping the 
flustered steed about the middle.

“Belay your anger!” howled Mizak Fen, his speech strangely aque-
ous. Though his sword and torch shared his spectral qualities, at a loss 
for what else to do, he crossed them in warning.

Its eyes defiant, the drakoin wound its long throat tighter around 
Hayat’s hindquarters and teased the horse’s neck with whetted talons.

Now Mizak Fen was the picture of one chin-deep in original evil. 
Faced with the beast’s savage cunning, he despaired of his and Hayat’s 
lives. For how many pitted centuries had the drakoin roamed this 
desert like a heat storm, traceless and untouchable? How many dead 
lay at the bottom of its treasure heap—sons torn from their mothers, 
husbands from their wives, lovers from their beloveds? Yet, mayhap 
alone among the living, he knew not how exactly, he had survived its 
furies. O Cause of Causes, he cried from the bottom of his being, for-
sooth we seek thy force of will. Guide thy servant to break the sun’s glory 
o’er mine foe.

Shockingly, the drakoin answered his thoughts with its own: Pray 
Worldling, how can Maltahsa  Pitaaru’s sovereign creators desert him the 
more? He would add his entreaty to yours if it would but jostle them out 
of their agelong apathy. How Maltahsa has longed to feel their fire and 
force, though his soul should burst like hot sandstone!

Upon hearing these words in his head, Mizak Fen changed his mien 
and cast his arms aside. His sword and torch, massed once more, tum-
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bled to the ground. Then he made obeisance to the drakoin Maltahsa 
Pitaaru, saying, “Blessed be thy halting place and may thy enemies al-
ways turn from thy fearsomeness, abashed, and with belts loosened.” 
Rising to his feet, he continued in a still unfamiliar voice: “I humbly 
submit that our fortunes are entwined as the warp and weft of one bolt. 
Both orphaned and apart from society; both—”

With doubled natures, sounded the drakoin. You, coupled to the 
bahlam sabah—

“And you, a serpent-bird, lord over wastes and winds.”
Yea, Maltahsa Pitaaru, the First and Forsaken, senses your double-

consciousness; the darkness in you risen up like steamed breath, thought 
the drakoin to Mizak Fen. Your misted mind is clear enough to Mal-
tahsa, however. He is neither the mage you seek nor his sentry.

For Mizak Fen, hearing the drakoin’s resonant ‘voice’ this way was 
akin to breathing emotions. There was a disquieting intimacy to it. 
Mindful of the drakoin’s acute senses, he quelled any unease and fo-
cused on his reply. He spoke aloud as an aid to concentration: “Then 
release our mount unharmed, and we have no further quarrel. Lords 
prove their wisdom by the fights they fix upon. Your mercy would abet 
a worthy cause.”

The drakoin glared like a lion-lord enraged by a pestering insect: 
Maltahsa Pitaaru is shut forever to mercy! Maltahsa is as pitiless as the 
sun’s unblinking eye. It is his divine errand to lay bare the straw and stub-
roots of the world, to sear mortal conscience with his envenomed seal. If 
you could but know his kind as he knows yours. Never have such natural 
lords been so disowned and discrowned! The Exalted wrecked us on this 
patch of earth overrun with thieves and murderers. Like all lofty things, 
we are nothing to your kind if not cut down. Maltahsa knows your minds: 
Damascened blades, they are, heartless steel filmed over with flash and 
beauty. There is the pith of the matter! How base and oblivial you are! 
What vain and wasted vessels! And yet, by weight of numbers, you have 
triumphed and sent us on our sorrowing way.

Maltahsa Pitaaru has no lot or share in the world’s fate, except as he 
wrests it from humankind. He must take what, on a juster plane, would 
be tribute freely given. Every treasure box, every cup and crown, every-
thing of earthly value: his as proof of power. That is the test the Exalted 
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have set for Maltahsa Pitaaru—to steal away the strength of his natural 
foes. But the Gods have never shown the forehead to promise an end to 
it. They listen blind, if at all, like the starless desert night, and Maltahsa 
sometimes wonders whether they have done with him and regard him as 
a lackwit who took his lamp into that dark expanse without benefit of oil. 
Mayhap it is just a Great Wyrm’s weakness. No matter. Soon Maltahsa 
Pitaaru will be gone, and gratefully so, for death is terrible only to those 
with hope.

Despite the drakoin’s fierce aspect, Mizak Fen was moved to pity. 
Here was a creature intended by nature for noble feats beaten down to 
blind and antic spite. “The Exalted alone know the degree to which our 
graves are lit by the lamp of our works,” he said. “Think on the saratya 
amru (sand rat) that buries its seeds in lean times. Even though it may 
never return, the seeds may sprout and trees may grow. Who knows 
what will be built from the bricks of your dust?”

To be sure, the vicissitudes of the ages are beyond Maltahsa’s ken. But 
a hapless heart gives rise to ill fortunes. The drakoin had gone slack and 
appeared more sorry than sore.

The Daimon advanced a few tentative steps and held out his up-
raised palms as a sign of friendship. “What say you then to a truce? 
You can show sovereign grace and go your own way, free and famed. 
Or, if needs be, given the only wounds I—we—suffer now are blood-
less, we can haunt every span of ground you cover, heaping up curses 
and abuse.”

Ah, even the mud wasp has its stinger. Worse and worse for Maltah-
sa, thought the drakoin. Slowly, its fury spent for the nonce, the beast 
relaxed its hold on Mizak Fen’s charger then stretched out as though 
recovering from a deep swoon. The full of its unfurled might was aw-
ful to behold: a lancing horn, a hide nigh to tempered steel, a whip-like 
tail, and fangs of baneful fire. But more terrible still was the incurable 
lonesomeness that suffused and sickened its thoughts. Every threat, 
every boast bespoke its wearying emptiness. As half a creature of the 
Dawn Lost, the drakoin added, you are more Maltahsa’s kin than the 
balance of humankind.

Mizak Fen put a hand on his addled steed to calm it, saying, “My 
heart rejoices at your wisdom, Maltahsa Pitaaru. May the Exalted make 
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you an ornament of your dominion.”
What is more, Maltahsa Pitaaru will stand forth your benefactor and 

help redress your sufferings—not for your own sake so much as to turn 
the fate of Drothak Sul.

At this, Mizak Fen, like the waning moon, dared hope to be whole 
again and new. The dizzying abstractions that fogged and fazed his 
vision put him out of his heart. Though weightless as a cloud, the felt 
pressures of earthly life entire bore down on him like an ancient se-
cret. He staggered under the vast totality of the world and beyond and, 
however stirring the experience, was desperate to be free of it. The am-
bit of the Exalted (blessed be!) could wait.

The Sultan, the black-mouthed ‘Lord of Drakoin,’ is a plague upon 
Maltahsa’s kind, aired the monster. Maltahsa sees in the Sultan the fig-
urehead of his hate. Drothak Sul wrung an empire of blood from our 
suppliants and fortified his rule by blaspheming against us. Truth is un-
natural with him and his easy lies call for retribution.

For this unexpected pact and the promise of succor, Mizak Fen 
praised the Exalted, thanked the drakoin, and invoked many blessings 
on the creature.

The drakoin smiled apprehensively, as though breaking the seal of 
a dust-heavy scroll. Though your prayers are earnest enough, Maltahsa 
senses a tingling in your nerve-threads. Rest assured, Worldling, this is 
no trap. Maltahsa’s claws and crooked thinking are useless against your 
enshrouded self. Consider it a counter trap—an answer to the one that 
brought you here. And Maltahsa has means to prove the truth of his 
words. Do you know the Lubess Inzar (Quintessential Cup)?

Mizak Fen knew the artifact from a childhood game of questions 
and answers and recited one of the game’s incantatory rules: “Speak 
truth over it and live; speak falsehood and die.”

Starting for its groundwater cave, Maltahsa continued: Forged by 
Ruling Domination Baltsaros Sul, no creature is immune to its effects—
not even those who speak in thoughts. It is a peerless trophy among Mal-
tahsa Pitaaru’s treasures. Over it, I will say the words you fain would 
hear and more besides. Do not worry overmuch about Zahirah. She is 
safe from Gisuku Bel’s vaunted powers. The drakoin caterpillared over 
the time-smoothed rocks that marked the cave’s mouth, rippling ahead 
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of the Daimon.
“How can you know?” asked Mizak Fen. He let go Hayat’s reins and 

gave his horse a last reassuring pat before entering the cave a second 
time. “Like the Rhalik Seers, can drakoin see distant events?”

The reply came as the drakoin slunk into the central shaft in the 
cave floor: Maltahsa Pitaaru knows because he was present when the 
mage was struck from life’s register. Maltahsa melted his bones as though 
he were a candle bird—some three-and-twenty years past.
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Mizak Fen Returns to Court, 
and Zahirah is Rescued

Upon the foot-page’s shrill alarm, the throne room resounded with 
the racket and roar of armed guards. “Rumhala-chuf, rumhala-chuf 
(quicken the spear),” they chanted in their haste. They came clad in 
armor of mail-and-plate, circling Mizak Fen like vultures over a glut 
of carrion. They crowded him with bossed shields and broad-headed 
spears. But the Daimon they had known and had cause to fear com-
mon arms was no more. Mizak Fen passed through them as blithely as 
a cold night wind. Blanched and bewildered, the guards rattled away to 
form a defensive line before the throne.

Mizak Fen stopped several paces from the dais and slid the horse 
pack he had been shouldering to the floor. He gave a reverential sa-
laam and smiled through the Sultana’s scowl. The Grand Vizier looked 
at him askance as though the Daimon were a tablet engraved in an 
unknown tongue. Urgent prayers circulated among the concourse of 
courtiers. Most assumed he was a restless and revenging ghost. They 
regarded him with a shriveling surety and wondered after their own 
souls.

Ignoring the commotion he caused, Mizak Fen dropped to one 
knee and raised his eyes to the Sultan’s paper-screened countenance. 
The Sultan swayed over his entourage like a lowering dusk. How slave 
our senses to his divine farr, thought Mizak Fen. Again, we feel the am-
bient pull and pluck of our native will. He was grateful the drakoin had 
taught him how to become airy or solid at will, and to use his double-
consciousness to disguise his thoughts from creatures like the Sultan. 
If the Sultan knew his thoughts, the Domination would never let him 
live long enough to make himself a hero and at the same time, strip 
away the Sultan’s excuse to run roughshod over his people. Praise be to 
the Exalted for the drakoin’s teachings!

Though the bahlam sabah was like a magic word on the tip of his 
tongue, his ghostly vision was no less confounding than before, full of 
ethereal color-blooms and conjunctive shapes. The throne room splin-
tered into vague, overlapping images, fickle glimpses of another realm. 
The diamond-cast light furthered the confusion. But Mizak Fen had 
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grown used to the twinned sight of his spectral form and was as easy as 
a sleepwalker in his dreams.

The foot-page hurried to his station to make a breathless announce-
ment: “O Shadow of the … Self-moving Soul … I beg pardon … for 
this fuss and confusion … He insisted on an … on an audience and 
would …  not admit of delay … Owing to his  … vapory condition … he 
thwarted all attempts to bar him … Be merciful with me and your loyal 
mamlukes … O Benevolent One.”

“Spare your servants, Most Forgiving Protector. They do you honor 
in this though they know it not,” said Mizak Fen. “The gifts we bring 
mean a happiness higher than that of the bird soaring above its own 
sky.” He apologized for seeming familiar with the society of kings, 
blessed the Sultan for his indulgence, and prostrated himself, saying 
“May the midday sun salute the splendor of thy crown.”

“What godless alchemy is this? What mix of dispiriting elements?” 
The Sultan’s thunderous speech rocked the members of his retinue 
down to their heart-roots. “Your frame—it wavers and dissolves as 
though a tarnished sunbow. Your voice—it sounds as though from the 
depths of the sea. And more than that, you represent yourself as le-
gion.” The Sultan closed on the screen with his flat, hooded head. An-
gry snorts bedewed the divider. “What has become of the Mizak Fen 
we knew? Untie the knots of your days and make fast to the moment 
ere you slip this earth.”

Mizak Fen’s searching eyes roved from royalty to attendants and 
back again. “Surely the Grand Vizier related our tale?  Why, it was he 
who first determined our case and kind.”

“He is an abomination, Most High,” pronounced Daleel al-Shaiba-
ni, “host to a  bahlam sabah sent by Gisuku Bel and destined for a 
malefic and mocking end. Be he flesh or be he not, he lacks a passable 
soul. See how little thickness or substance there is to him? No need to 
suffer his witless prating. He mingles with half-fathomed powers and, 
in his weakened state, almost certainly acts on orders from your en-
emy. It must be as I suspected from the start—his will surrendered to 
the bahlam sabah; he fled to join his new master.” His casual tone gave 
his lies the likeness of truth.

“You condemn my soul eternal and slander me besides?” answered 
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Mizak Fen calmly. “I would rather this unwonted damnation than dis-
honor my name and overlord as you have done.”

The Sultan howled his impatience: “Out with it, phantom! Would 
you spend the whole of your breath in useless backbiting? For what 
cause are you at court?”

Mayhap the Sultan deems us an apparition separate and apart from 
the confidence thief he knew at first, thought Mizak Fen. All the more 
reason to speed our gift-giving, to show our worth and cost. He under-
stood the bahlam sabah as a constant upstirring of vague, wild-hearted 
urges but was nowise overtaken. His motives were his own and secur-
ing Zahirah remained his leading aim and end. “My cause is yours, O 
All-Seeing Succor,” he said, “as the manifest truth will shortly prove. 
But first, pardon a signal question for the Vizier: By what token is 
Gisuku Bel best known?”

Daleel glanced up at the Sultan as if to share a dismissive look. The 
oversweeping gaze he met with—even softened by the partition—star-
tled him into a forthright answer: “Why, every child knows: the Torc 
of the Wide-Ruling Lion—won from the great spear-champion Baariq 
Yarid.”

“And would he part with it, save at the cost of his heart’s blood?”
Fearing the exchange verged on becoming a fateful parley, though 

he knew not how, Daleel said, “Most High, must we be governed by 
these fool questions? He is like a taunting youth at festival who—”

“The answer goes to the proof,” said Mizak Fen. “As legend has it, 
the torc is as much organ as ornament. He regards it as symbol of his 
sway and of sorcery triumphal.” Momentarily making solid his hand, 
the Daimon drew a splendid, white gold torc from his saddlebags and, 
with a quivering heart, laid it at the Sultan’s feet. “Behold and exult in 
this, O Beneficent One: your enemy’s stolen strength.”

At this the court rustled with gasping joy and long-laid up wishes. 
Hopelessness wrinkled the Grand Vizier’s forehead. He looked to the 
royal entourage for some reassuring skepticism and found bespangled 
faces as uniform as wheat tops.

Mizak Fen wondered if the former Grand Vizier Giseku Bel had 
ever been a true enemy of Kanavar. Mayhap the Sultan, fearing the 
growing popularity of Baariq Yarid, had asked Giseku Bel to dispatch 
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the warrior-general, then to cover over his crime, falsely proclaimed 
his Grand Vizier a traitor. That instance would go a long way towards 
explaining Giseku Bel’s self-destroying hatred for the Sultan. How frag-
ile our worldly fates! How one chance event begets another! the Daimon 
thought.

The Sultana directed a servant with her scepter, saying, “Collect it 
up!” The torc’s implications for the Sultan and his dominion were lost 
on her. When the Sultan acknowledged the death of Giseku Bel, the 
satisfactions of an empire besieged—its unchecked martial powers, its 
excessive tribute and cowed populace, its easily pardonable terrors—
would pass like sand-swells against a hard wind. She had eyes only 
for the torc’s mean market value. She fondled the prize gaily, taking 
the measure of its gold-work and precious gems. Its links alternated 
between plain, interlaced palms and settings of agate, lapis, and car-
nelian. From the center hung a natural lion claw capped with swirling 
gold and set with a sapphire round. “Miracle of miracles!” remarked 
the Sultana. “I never thought to see it: what brilliance-spreading gold 
and eyebright gems!”

Crooking his tail about meditatively, the Sultan issued a cautious 
judgment: “Like the sugar date palm of fable, which saved the wild 
stallion with its sweetness, this is a chance blessing. If Gisuku Bel be 
truly gone, you have taken a great stone off my chest. Pray tell of your 
adventure and the fix of my foe.”

The Daimon had anticipated this moment and, accordingly, pre-
pared some verse in the ceremonial hirkawn style. Now, he would 
falsely declare himself triumphant over Giseku Bel and thus compel 
the Sultan to give up the lie that allowed for the crown’s worst crimes. 
One great lie defeats another, thought Mizak Fen. Then he salaamed 
dutifully and announced, “On this grand occasion, our tale wants a 
finer finish than day-drudge words can give; hence, this try at lyrical 
speech:

’Twixt being and becoming, we wended through waking fan-
cies of a broken dream world.

We were weathered down and nigh to salted alive when the 
mutineer-mage set upon us.
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It was as though he were plated in the gale and death-glare of 
a vehement heaven.

Justice lifted its arm in our favor—the mark of Malagorn 
proved a fair fortune.

Provided we wore this ghostly aspect, his ill-magic was like 
dust in his mouth.

‘Back villain, fly,’ we said in answer to his unavailing spells 
and wayward swords.

But pride—ever-ruinous pride—fixed him in place and en-
feebled him until bereft.

No doubt an abject sigh to quake the earth was on his tongue 
when he succumbed to dreamless sleep.

His followers swept the sand with their brows, begging us for 
another try at their lots.

As Lord Sultan has said, ‘The best of Men are but Men at best,’ 
and so we let them go.

Whether offering or tribute, the torc was left to us, a ring of 
manumission.

Thus do we yield it up with an open heart as proof and pur-
chase of new-fledged freedoms.”

Even at the risk of the Sultan’s wrath, the courtiers broke out in cries of 
delight and adulation. They cheered until their tongues were nigh to 
parched. Their huzzahs faded into the heavens.

His head ringing from the retinue’s honors as though from a divine 
dream, Mizak Fen stayed on one knee, awaiting the Sultan. He had 
never before been the cause of celebration, and it made him quiet and 
clutched. What will Sultan Drothak Sul do when bled this way? he said 
to himself. His lie has doubled back on him. In this, he is like a two-
headed garden snake. Mayhap, like such a snake, when one head catches 
a blood-scent on the other, he will devour himself.

The Sultan’s fitful tongue and tail made plain his disordered 
thoughts. He bobbed his head gently for several moments, then as-
sumed an upright posture as if to peer over his screen and bare his 
prophetic eyes. Mizak Fen imagined the Sultan recounting the many 
years he had concealed Giseku Bel’s demise and the occasional magical 
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attacks he had made on his own people (abetted by the Grand Vizier) 
to keep the lie alive and his power unquestioned.

The court was as silent as stilled water in a cup. As a sign of respect, 
the Sultan narrowed his hood, drew a long breath, and proclaimed: “In 
light of this tale and its liberating force, I count you more conqueror 
than criminal. As the saying goes, ‘Hunger is an infidel, and its pangs 
can turn the faithful false.’ But even living on as little as the desert’s 
nightly dew, you never gave up your honor. It is like the mountains 
and your spirit, the plateaus. You understand that a conqueror’s first 
victory must be over himself. That is why I now address you as Fiend 
to Dishonorable Mages.” Amidst roaring acclaim, the Sultan conferred 
further dignity on the Daimon by tendering a robe of honor and a 
handsome present of coin.

Mizak Fen returned the Sultan’s kindness with lavish blessings and 
avowals of humility, attributing his feat to steady faith in the Exalted 
(the origin of every mercy!). Newly arrayed in gold-threaded finery, 
he begged favor of the Sultan to empty the throne room, so that he 
might bestow another gift, one of necessity a secret. Though the appeal 
cast a pall on his heart, at that moment, the Sultan could not deny it. 
Therefore, aside from the Grand Vizier and the Sultana, he bade his 
entourage withdraw.

When his retinue had gone, the Sultan asked after Mizak Fen’s pur-
pose. The Daimon answered directly: “The time has come to speak 
forthrightly and without fear of censure. Though obliged for the sun-
dry honors and rewards, so long as the true object of our quest is with-
held, they are as dust applied to a pain in the eye. By this object, we 
mean Zahirah.”

“Like an arrogant drakoin, you presume too much,” said Daleel, 
blustering through a faint, sick feeling. “Have you not exacted enough 
in false rewards and pained us in the process? After roasting us on one 
side, should we cry, ‘Turn us over and fire the other?’ Is she not with 
you or otherwise run away?”

“Do you believe the threads of your beard make for spotless cun-
ning? Even a dairy goat can grow tufts as white.”

“Shakadoost!” bellowed the Sultan. “I am sympathetic to your aim, 
Sneak Thief, but make haste to the target. I know already the Sultana 
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once plotted against the Royal Pearl. She repented after your first show 
at court and has made amends in her manner.”

The Sultana gave a dumb, rueful smile, though her child-like eyes 
never strayed from the torc. Whatever had occurred between the royal 
pair since Mizak Fen’s first audience had robbed her of acerbic wit, 
leaving only a gaunt and hollow coldness. Her downcast look elicited 
an ache of sympathy from the Daimon.

“Did she mention also the role of the Grand Vizier?” asked Mizak 
Fen. “As best I can make of these knotted events, he conspired with 
the Sultana, not to kill Zahirah, as she intended, but to take Zahirah 
for himself. We are the creature of his second try, made to look like 
grim happenstance. He sent the bahlam sabah to be rid of us and hide 
Zahirah away. When we surprised him by surviving, he turned us out, 
intending desert or drakoin to finish us. But we girt up our loins and, 
subduing both, came into unlooked for treasure. Verily, the Exalted 
are forbearing, and, if one attends to the tree of faith, he will eat of the 
fruits of their mercy.”

Before the Sultan could reply, Daleel got to his feet. “You speak with 
a tongue of flint and lips of iron. Be forewarned: the fire you start is 
self-consuming!” Though outwardly defiant, his strength had gone at 
the thought that fortune had forsaken him, and he longed to rest his 
head upon his knees.

“O Binder of Sin, we come ready to put our conjectures to the 
test,” said Mizak Fen, and he produced from his saddlebags a world-
illuminating chalice of golden dragon-plate. Its reflected beams were 
like firebolts that vexed the heart with their sharpness. “Mark you the 
Lubess Inzar, the cup to cleanse the earth of evil words!” Etched scroll-
work and unsullied pearls adorned the rim and the fire-glyph for Khaf-
mis the Truth-Bearer inscribed its bottom. Wielding the two-handled 
chalice at its base like a club, Mizak Fen leveled it at Daleel, saying, 
“Dare repeat your lies, and they will be the last to pass your lips.”

The Grand Vizier shuddered in his too-small skin at the thought of 
risking the cup. His head grew hot and damp, and his overburdened 
heart slanted him down. Here was the heel end of his high couch, sen-
tence and execution at once. He turned his back on Mizak Fen and 
faced the looming figure of the Sultan with wetted eyes. “Most High, 
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forgive my mischief. Lust and wantonness blinded my reason. I would 
cry pearls for my crimes if the tears would serve as suitable recom-
pense … ” He wiped his cheeks dry. “I understand there is no hope for 
pardon, whatever the cost. But please me to know ere I die that Mizak 
Fen will not profit long. His story will doubtless delight and embolden 
the self-seeking warlords of Kanavar who would be king if not for your 
vaunted defenses against Giseku Bel. Rid of the harassing lion, whither 
will your flock go?”

With sulfuric force, the Sultan burst out, “Whither the shepherd 
leads,” and smashed headlong through the royal screen to seize the 
mischanced mage. Before the Sultan’s unveiled farr, the Grand Vizier 
was like dust caught in the rays of the sun. The Sultan raged with ru-
inous claws, his wrath nigh to insatiable. The Grand Vizier crouched 
in retreat and started to drop down the dais when he was jolted by a 
breakstone grip. In a flash of time, he went soft and airless. The Sultan 
took up his victim as if to deliver him to the Exalted outright and, hiss-
ing death, hung him by his own flesh high above the throne.

Still shaking with emotion, the Sultan flung the unseeing mage 
to the marble floor. In his temper he was an exemplar of his kind, of 
whom the poet has said:

Like comets of the Exalted, aggrieved, 
Despoiling the world to wound each other; 
Full of heaving want and heated feeling, 
A fiery brood to the last red coal.

The after-reckoning air was as dense as a spent lightning cloud. Rolling 
and writhing across the dais, the Sultan hectored the Sultana and the 
Daimon with a torrent of pent up vitality. The Sultana trembled like a 
willow tree, clinging to her scepter and the appropriated torc. Though 
silent, her tightened mouth bespoke remembered agonies.

In his born condition, Mizak Fen would have shrunk agog from the 
Sultan’s torments. The Sultan was nigh to co-equal with the earliest life, 
and a surpassing lord among the world’s leading race. His naked ener-
gies were rooted in the eternal stays and struts of Kanavar. But Mizak 
Fen’s changed aspect made him as unassailable as mist and inculcated 
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a growing and serene indifference to mortal threshings. Only his pain-
fraught love for Zahirah slewed the pervasive dread that accompanied 
his double-consciousness and fixed him solidly to workaday affairs.

When the Sultan had done heaving against unseen chains, he low-
ered his fangs to Mizak Fen and said, “What might and mien you have 
Sneak Thief! For all his magic-monger’s lore, the traitor forgot that 
something disappeared is never the same when it returns.” He gave a 
sideways glance to the Sultana, who had bent to the purpled corpse in 
desperate fascination. “Make haste to his quarters. As long as no word 
of this escapes, you need not fear my wrath or rebuke. And if she so 
desires, Zahirah may fasten her hands to your saddle straps. But leave 
the Quintessential Cup so that truth in this kingdom might be more 
than a hollow drum.”

Careful to avoid the Sultan’s wasting gaze, Mizak Fen blessed him 
for his benevolence. Then he deposited the Lubess Inzar before the glo-
ry of the diamond-throne and collected his reward like to fly for glad 
salvation.

Presently, he discovered Zahirah in fetters, weary and heart-lac-
erated, but otherwise unscarred. As always, her beauty was as wish-
perfect as the Gods’ own dawn. He was stricken and subdued anew by 
her radiance. Praise be on her breath of sweet basil! he thought. Were 
the Exalted to make a heaven of the earth, the winds would be fragrant 
with its inspirations. Trembling from overjoy, he struck off her bonds 
and strained her to his breast, saying, “Like the shell ’round the pearl, 
we have been fitted to the foams and eddies of your fate.”

After hearing of his hardships on her behalf, Zahirah fell to his full 
embrace and beamed with quiet happiness at her newly won liberty. 
The feel of her check on his effaced the death-risks of recent times, 
though he knew from the drakoin that the bahlam sabah would one 
day blot his vision black. He held this knowledge close as a secret 
doom, however, loath to mottle Zahirah’s shine. Having died in their 
different ways, they pledged to make sure of life together and departed 
the palace in high spirits to victory drums.

As the scribes of yore thus tell, thereafter the Exalted made use of 
them as witness-bearers and warriors alive to great truths (pray thee 
join this blessed host!). In flesh and hours alike, they refused the stilled 
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embrace and savored an uncommon surge of feeling even through the 
rough seasons. Their spirits flared as fire before the desert wind and, in 
the pitch of their days, they brightened the earth to its edges, smiting 
evil-speakers and scattering good fortune whither they wended. May 
thee mind their war on the crimes of their age, for this be a sacramen-
tal truth: every soul is plighted to what it wins against the worldly dark.



Detroit’s eastside has seen its share of horrors. Once-proud factories 
gutted for scrap. Whole neighborhoods burned out and boarded up. 
Nature drained of color. But nothing like this: a relentless plague of wild 
dogs that threatens the city’s last, tenuous claims on civilization. Even 
worse, there’s talk of a powerful new breed—half-human, half-jackal—
determined to displace humanity as the true inheritor of the Earth.

Fear grows stranger in …
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